Bracknell Forest Borough, Local Countryside Access Forum,
Annual Report 2013

The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (CROW) placed a duty on Bracknell Forest
Council to establish and maintain a ‘Local Access Forum’. The Bracknell Forest Local
Countryside Access Forum is an independent advisory body that aims to improve recreational
access to the local countryside for all users, whilst enabling landowners and managers to
make the best of their land. Bracknell Forest Council provides officer support to the Forum as
well as training and liaison with other neighbouring Forums and organisations.
This document provides a background to the work of the Bracknell Forest Local Access Forum
(LCAF), whose work is becoming ever more important due to the localism agenda coming from
central government.
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1.

Notable events during the year

There were 2 meetings (each lasting approximately 2 hours), a regional conference and a
neighbouring LAF meeting attended by members.
1.1 Meetings at Easthampstead House, Bracknell
12 March: Attended by 7 LCAF Members and 4 Bracknell Forest Council (BFC) officers.
1 October: Attended by 6 LCAF Members and 5 BFC officers.
Agenda and minutes for LCAF meetings are available on the BFC website under Council
meetings, agendas and minutes.
http://www.bracknell-forest.gov.uk/councillorsdemocracyandelections
1.2 SE Region LAF conference, on 21 May, at Euston Rd, London
Attended by 3 LCAF Members and 1 BFC officer.
Summary notes
A lot of the sessions were to do with cycling, one of which was promoting cycling in the
Chilterns, which was financed by Wokingham Borough Council. In the Henley/Twyford area
you can hire electric bicycles which are allowed to go anywhere that pedal cycles can go.
There are plans to have a network of recharging points all over the Chilterns.
http://www.cycle-chilterns.co.uk/
A representative from the Country Landowners Association (CLA) discussed access to the
countryside. Streamlining the process of recording historic claims to lost rights of way would
help minimise potential impact to landowners. They also recommended being able to divert
or close rights of way with less bureaucracy and are in favour of permissive paths because of
the flexibility it gives.
The Senior Environment Advisor (Access & Recreation) of the MOD discussed visitor access
management on their land. The “waste” land they use for training purposes is
environmentally sensitive land and they have to balance their training needs with
conservation and recreational use. There is the safety issue of people (whether on foot,
horseback or in 4x4s) appearing in the middle of firing ranges that are supposed to be closed
off. People also interfere with live ordinance despite warnings not to tough things. Some of
the training involves crawling through bushes which is not very pleasant if there is dog mess.
It is hoped that producing a consistent set of byelaws and improving signage will help
address these issues.
A talk was given on using smart phone applications such as QR code readers in order to tie
in with on-site interpretation. Visitors would be able to use their phones to scan these QR
codes, which would then provide an external source of information about the site. Mobile web
access is fast developing and will overtake home based computers next year. It is also 3 to 5
times faster. Something called Augmented Reality (AR) is free to download from LAYAR. All
along the South Downs Way, QR codes give access to details of the route and points of
interest and they have also started this on the North Downs Way.
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A talk was given about the history of cycling in the New Forest. In 1925 parliament gave
public access to Crown Lands, which included for cyclists in the New Forest, then in 1995
there was a byelaw introduced that restricted cycling to the approved waymarked routes. In
some circles it’s felt that the Court of Verderers is very anti-cyclists, whereas they claim that
they are only against illegal cycling (i.e. off the approved routes). There is the potential for
conflict with cyclists who don’t adhere to these bylaws with the commoners who want to
protect their livestock and the quiet tranquillity of the area.
Natural England gave an update on their delivery plan and referenced the survey, Monitor of
Engagement with the Natural Environment (MENE).
There is European money for Paths for Communities over two years, of which we are half
way through. In the SE there have been 43 enquiries and 3 applications of which one has
been approved.
There are 48 Local Nature Partnerships (LNPs); one of the key aims is to connect areas of
high conservation value to allow plants and animals to move between them (wildlife
corridors). The target ‘Biodiversity 2020’ contains four key outcomes covering priority habitats
and ecosystem services, marine, species and people that it is seeking to achieve by 2020.
1.3 Neighbouring LAF meetings
See 3.1 LCAF successes - Examples of partnership working
1.4 National LAF Conference, on 6 March, at Temple Quay, Bristol
Bracknell LCAF members were unable to attend the national LAF conference but feedback
from the conference was discussed in the October Forum meeting.

2.

Advice given by LCAF to Section 94 Bodies

2.1 Advice to BFC in relation to PROW
• Modification Order to add widths to Crowthorne FP 8 and Sandhurst FP 21.
• Review of Bracknell Forest's Definitive Map and Statement (Second Consolidation).
Includes a Modification Order to modify the descriptions of 5 PROW in the Definitive
Statement (Binfield BR 24, Bracknell FP 5, Crowthorne BR 14, Sandhurst FP 21,
Warfield BW 13).
• Public Path Creation Agreement with The Crown Estate, Winkfield FP 15,
Sunninghill.
• Footpath obstruction - Section 143 notice for obstruction of Bracknell FP 15.
• Four separate TTROs (Bracknell FP 6, FP 8, BW 1, Sandhurst BW 16) for works by
statutory undertakers and to carry out tree safety works.
• Steps to link a permitted path and Winkfield FP 20 to Long Hill Road.
• BFC have completed of a questionnaire from Defra and Natural England regarding the
ROWIP review plan process.
• BFC and The Crown Estate consulted members on the proposal by South East
Water (SEW) to install a 5.5km pipeline which would mostly run through Swinley
Forest.
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2.2 Consultation feedback on the Borough's Parks and Open Spaces Strategy
LCAF has been kept informed about this work and have acted in an advisory capacity where
appropriate. A key priority of the Parks and Open Spaces Strategy is to sustain and raise
quality standards of the borough’s parks and open spaces. This is being funded using S106
developer contributions (see below).
2.3 BFC Code of Conduct for Dog Walkers
LCAF members were consulted
on the new leaflet which
communicates important
messages about responsible
dog ownership, including dog
health (vaccination),
identification (tags/chips),
fouling (dog bins/reporting/fixed
penalty notices) and behaviour
(dogs under close control near
livestock/ground nesting birds).
The leaflet will be trialled by
handing out to dog walkers on
site and will be available to
download on BFCs website.

3

Successes

3.1 Example of partnership working
Attending neighbouring LAF meetings enables an exchange of ideas and gives an
opportunity to discuss cross-border issues.
•
•

One member attended the Mid and West Berkshire LAF meeting on 25
September as an observer.
Two members attended the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead (RBWM)
LAF meeting in July. Key summary notes shown below.

RBWM have installed a number of kissing gates where wheelchair users can open them fully
with a standard RADAR key. They are planning to add the Council's contact details on
PROW waymark signs; the question was raised whether they could also consider including
QR codes, which people could scan with their smart phones and access online information
about a PROWs accessibility? This is something that could be considered by BFC.
A LAF discussion forum is being set up so that they can consider and respond to events
between meetings, this would be done by e-mails from the discussion between forum
members. LCAF communicates frequently with BFC in-between meetings and members and
officers now have access to Huddle, which keeps them appraised of news in relation to LAF
work, open access and PROW matters.
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3.2 Members recruitment
LCAF and BFC (the Appointing Authority) were working together to promote membership to
the forum, which was down to 9 members. The Local Access Forums (England) Regulations
2007 state that:
3.—(1) A local access forum shall consist of at least ten and not more than 22 members.The
following actions were carried out in order to boost Forum membership:
•

•

•
•

The LCAF web page on the BFC website is kept up-to-date with information about the
forum, including terms of reference, a (member) person specification and an application
form.
An article which describes LCAF and promotes recruitment to the forum was included in
Town and Country, which is a BFC newspaper which gets delivered to Bracknell Forest
Homes.
A recruitment poster (see below) had been specially created and included on site notice
boards at parks and countryside sites and in town/parish council offices.
Hugh Fitzwilliams was to be approached to see whether he was interested in applying to
become a forum member. Hugh had recently retired as Public Rights of Way Ranger for
Bracknell Forest Council, a role in which he dedicated many years to maintaining and
improving the PROW network in the Borough and has vast experience and knowledge in
relation to the Borough’s PROW and open access.
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3.3

Improvements to public rights of way and open spaces

New Kissing gates have been installed on Winkfield Footpath 9, replacing the stiles there
before them. This work has been funded by the South East Berkshire Ramblers and helps
fulfil targets set out in the Bracknell Forest Rights of Way Improvement Plan (ROWIP).
Accessibility improvements at Englemere Pond include the provision of 3 new interpretation
boards (including a site noticeboard) and 2 new waymarked trails. This Site of Special
Scientific Interest is managed by BFC on a lease agreement with The Crown Estate. It is
managed as a Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANG); these are, open spaces that
are being enhanced to attract more visitors by providing an enjoyable natural environment for
recreation as an alternative to the Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area (SPA).
As part of S106 funded works, new wooden footbridges have been installed at Snaprails
Park (see pictures below), along with new footpaths that link these bridges. Further works
proposed includes restoration of the leat / stream embankments and habitat improvements.
The Snaprails Residents Association has been instrumental in this project to improve this
popular park for visitors and wildlife.

Before

During

After

3.4 Training and Development
Refresher training in Huddle would be beneficial in order that members get the most out of
this online resource, which is provided by Natural England.

4.

Membership changes

Mr Mike Abbott was re-elected as Chairman of LCAF at the October meeting.
Peter Radband was elected as new Vice-Chair after Mike Gates resigned.
Mrs Jenny Yung joined LCAF. Jenny is a self-employed groom, riding instructor (at Tally Ho
Stables), hack escort and reiki practitioner. Jenny has lived, worked and ridden in the Ascot,
Winkfield and Binfield areas all her life and is very interested in helping people to appreciate
the countryside.
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